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About This Content

The pinball masters at Zen Studios have partnered with Telltale Games and Robert Kirkman, the Eisner Award-winning creator
and writer of The Walking Dead for his Skybound imprint at Image Comics, to create an all-new digital pinball table based on

the award-winning The Walking Dead game series. The table has been recreated with the spectacular effects you can only
experience in virtual reality!

The Walking Dead Pinball table playfield is a tour of the most iconic locations from the game, including the St. John’s Dairy
Farm, Travelier Motel, Bell Tower, Train & Level Crossing, RV and more.
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pinball fx2 vr - the walking dead

Nice action and graphics. I enjoyed the game play and the selection of weapons. Thumbs up!. Here's a puzzle game to go dodo
over...

For those that don't know a dodo is a flightless bird which was located on the island of Mauritius. since 1662 it went extinct
largely due to human habitation. The guess as to their appearance comes from old drawings, written descriptions and a collected
skull and leg which we have housed in a museum. It seems French developers 3DDUO 
https:\/\/3dduo.com\/index.php\/team\/?lang=en did their homework referencing in game that they were single egg laying, fruit
eating and often being hunted and caged. As for the whole they appear in portals, well that's a new one for me, but I\u2019m
open to the idea.

The game is a puzzle slider. The objective is to simply guide the Dodo's to the safety of the exit door by moving the tiles of a
3x3 grid, clearing the path of any obstruction, trap or enemy. What makes the game challenging is that there are spikes
everywhere and maybe one or two enemies too. Each level will require you to meet a certain target in order to earn three stars.
That requirement can change from the number of Dodo's, the number of fruits carried to a basket, or the amount of time staying
alive on a level.

Personally it took me 7 hrs to 100%, keeping the buffer of difficulty always in the realms of challenging and enjoyable, but
never really into the absurd and vexing. You'll find that often the solution is much simpler than you think and you've simply
over thought it, or got yourself into a bit of a conundrum because you panicked.

The game offers 4 different worlds, 4 special characters, and 4 different modes of play and 43 achievements. The game
concludes with a level where you basically have to save a whole colony of the Dum Dum's. Dodo's EVERYWHERE with two
sets of spikes. Exploding feathers filled my screen. Closest I've ever been to 'chicks' having a pillow fight in front of me!

Seriously enjoyed this one and will definitely been on the lookout for 'save the dodo's 2' maybe in that one they can feature the
elusive albino dodo. A bird so rare there's a lot of conjecture whether it even ever existed.

In final if this game goes on sale, get it and stop it from going extinct.

Below is a sample of someone else's play through which I found helpful...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/GkSxBV90VFw. It's alright. But just 'alright'. Nice to play in short spurts. I'll give it a recommend, but try to
find it on a really good sale. Not worth the full price. A bit of a clickfest.. Right to the childhood ! ! ! So I just discovered that
Steam had this and it ACTUALLY works fine ! I am amazed that this game still holds and gives me the chills after so long time
since then and it was the reason we bought PC in the first place. I know I haven't many hours here because we actually play with
my brother on his PC. Recommend HELL YES ! Build castles, hire mercenaries, manage food for your people to love you (and
the money comes of course), make alliances and break them just before you invade their countries and DESTROY them all !!!
GOOOO ARROWWWW !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. This game is nuts yo.. Love the game never hadanything bad happen while playing.. I
thought I'd rated this game years ago. I'm disappointed in myself that I haven't.

This is a fun quirky metroidvania with some unique powerups that set apart from missiles and morph balls. These are a diverse
mix and plenty of them are completely optional which should please explorers and collectors alike. Its story is very tongue in
cheek with several playful jabs at other games in the genre, references to other Platine Dispositif games and random self-
contained bits of comedy throughout the game that are funny by their own merit.

First and foremost, the platforming has a very rigid structure. Movement is tight without the slippery Mario feel, but it's not
immediately understandable. It really helps to understand for instance that you can jump higher from a standstill than while
running. Players unwilling to commit such mechanics to memory may struggle, but this structure means players who do should
find the controls are an asset rather than a liability.

The game sports its own set of challenges related to various types of game completion including each permutation of speed run
and 100% completion. There's also challenges for minimal completion, defeating each boss in the game in a certain way and
finding a handful of unique situations throughout the game. These naturally port well to Steam's achievement system, and have
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been.

Bosses mostly feel like they've come from a bullet hell, which is no coincidence as it is Platine Dispositif's forte. Fortunately
health is generous enough to compensate for the increased number of enemy projectiles and as with all games of this genre
bosses' patterns can be memorised and manipulated with experience.

This game received a few enhancements and changes for its English release. Some of these are improvements, such as the
remixes by Leila "Woofle" Wilson of Freedom Planet fame. Others not so much, like the severe nerfing of Elixirs'
effectiveness. Sadly the Steam version didn't receive subsequent improvements made in a later PS4 port. But it remains a very
playable and entertaining game in its own right. For the asking price and by today's standards it's probably best bought during a
sale. To those of you who may have received it from a previous bundle, it's definitely worth a try.. I didn't pre-order this game
because I'm a Neil Gaiman fan, but because I really liked another game by The Odd Gentleman (The Misadventures of P.B.
Winterbottom).

That being said, there isn't much writing or dialogue in the game and the plot doesn't really seem like it's going to knock
anybody's socks off. The gameplay is (so far) just a series of fairly simple and repetitive puzzles that are solved by clicking on
various objects that glow to let you know you can interact with them. The art style, music, and what little writing there is create
a nice Haunted Mansion-ish atmosphere, but the graphics leave something to be desired. The lack of detail and simple
animations take a lot of the fun out of scaring people, which is the central (only?) mechanic of the game.
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I can just play the game I already own and listen to it for free and I still bought the soundtrack. Yes, the music is really good..
This game is not going to be for everyone, but I am a sucker for this kind of genre mix. With a little bit old-school adventure, a
little bit RPG, and a little bit horror, it pushes a lot of buttons.

In terms of quality: good art, decent music, cheesy but fun story, easy puzzles - not too bad a mix. There are a couple points
where you have to search for a small item that blends in with the background, but it wasn't egregious. The combat is the weakest
part, though - it's really a preparation and numbers game; once you get into a fight, there is little in the way of strategy.. Lovely,
lovely fun! Been quite the enjoyable experience!

The fairies are frustrating, though. They should really have a limited range.... Paperbound is really good. If you enjoy super
smash bros or mortal combat or just fighting games, then this is for you.. It\u2019s good, it simply doesn\u2019t work for
Oculus Rift and need more players.... This isn't really a "new type of strategy and arcade game." It's like Pacxon, which I used to
play in middle school. Except this has a more structured sequence of levels, and of course, is medieval. The land you're trying to
take back is called Fortiana but aside from this there isn't much of a story. The game is really fun though.

Easy 100%

8/10 Medieval Pacxon. Very interesting game.
Starting with all skills and specializing them in a spellbook is a very good aspect.
Difficulties system is a real challenge.
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